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The Library Associates

"Challenge for the 90s" Campaign

The University of Kentucky Libraries and the Library Associates organization will commence a major fund-raising campaign this fall in order to establish the Humanities Book Endowment Fund. This campaign will also fulfill the requirements for the National Endowment for the Humanities Challenge Grant that was awarded to the libraries in late 1989.

University of Kentucky Athletics Director and Library Associates member C. M. Newton will head the campaign as Chairman. He will be joined by coaches William Curry and Rick Pitino as Honorary Co-Chairmen. The libraries must raise a total of $2.25 million by July 1992 in order to receive the full NEH award of $750,000. The grant and the private money contributed during the campaign will be combined to form an endowment to provide income annually for the purchase of books and other research materials for humanities studies. The humanities encompass a wide range of disciplines, including history, literature, art, music, philosophy, religion, and classics.

The libraries need urgently to enrich the humanities collections. Several years ago the university added a substantial humanities requirement as part of an effort to strengthen the quality of the educational program for all undergraduates. Enrollment in humanities courses has increased dramatically since that time, but the libraries' means to provide needed books and research materials has not nearly kept pace with that demand.

Approximately $1.13 million has been contributed toward our fund-raising goal, including a $1 million gift from Toyota Motor Manufacturing, U.S.A. A series of events is planned for the fall semester that we hope will take us closer to the Challenge Grant objective. The National Endowment for the Humanities will provide one dollar for each three dollars raised from private sources. In essence, the NEH enlarges each private contribution by one third.

A series of events is being organized to meet the challenge of the National Endowment for the Humanities, beginning with a
press conference in the Peal Gallery on 20 September to announce the "Challenge for the 90s" campaign. A reception and dinner will follow on the evening of the 20th. On 29 September, Students in Free Enterprise and Phi Beta Lambda will sponsor a five kilometer run as well as a one mile "fun run" on behalf of the Humanities Endowment project. The annual Library Associates Book Sale, scheduled for Thursday and Friday, 11-12 October in Buell Armory, will be preceded on the evening of Sunday, 7 October by a Preferred Book Auction in the W. Hugh Peal Gallery. The Freshman honorary, Alpha Lambda Delta, and the Student Development Council will conduct an evening Phonathon from 12-16 November in the Lexington Campus Development Office Phone Center in Scovell Hall.

Volunteers are needed and welcomed to assist in carrying out the "Challenge for the 90s" campaign, and we encourage everyone who can to participate in our fund raising activities. If you wish to volunteer your help, please call Mrs. Paula Pope at (606) 257-9401. Donations to the Humanities Book Endowment Fund can be sent to the office of the Director of Libraries, 127 King Library — North, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40506-0039.

**Margaret Smith Lisle Fund Established**

One of the University of Kentucky Libraries' longtime supporters, Mrs. Rufus Lisle, passed away on 3 May 1990 in Lexington. Mrs. Lisle was the niece of Miss Margaret I. King, the university's first librarian. Mrs. Lisle demonstrated a lifelong interest in the work of the libraries. She served as vice president of the University of Kentucky Library Associates in recent years and was a library volunteer. Upon the death of Mrs. Lisle, her family requested that memorial contributions be sent to the Margaret I. King Library. The Margaret Smith Lisle Endowment Fund has been created through these gifts, and the interest from the endowment fund will be used to purchase books and materials for the research collections. Memorial bookplates honoring Mrs. Lisle will be placed in each new acquisition. The University of Kentucky is grateful for the years of thoughtful support given by Mrs. Lisle and is grateful, also, to her family and friends for this lasting tribute to the memory of the libraries' loyal friend.

—Paula Leach Pope
American Women Writing Fiction
Memory, Identity, Family, Space
MICKEY PEARLMAN, Editor

"Pearlman and other contributors to this volume serve as sure-footed guides to contemporary American literature in their analysis of fiction by Toni Cade Bambara, Joan Didion, Louise Erdrich, Gail Godwin, Mary Gordon, Alison Lurie, Joyce Carol Oates, Jayne Anne Phillips, Susan Fromberg Schaeffer, and Mary Lee Settle. By acknowledging the possibility of a common female experience among a widely diverse group of writers, these critics frequently succeed in locating the distinctive quality of each voice" —Booklist. ISBN 0-8131-1657-0 cloth; -0182-4 paper $20.00 cloth; $10.00 paper

Contemporary American Women Writers
Narrative Strategies
CATHERINE RAINWATER and WILLIAM J. SCHEICK, Editors


For MasterCard, VISA, and American Express orders, call toll-free 1-800-666-2211. For mail orders, include $2.50 for postage/handling and send check or money order to The University Press of Kentucky, P.O. Box 6525, Ithaca, New York, 14851.

THE UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
A CHECKLIST OF THE KING LIBRARY PRESS

The Marriage of Cock Robin and Jenny Wren 1959
(first number in the chapbook series)
Thomas Merton Prometheus--a meditation 1958
Abraham Lincoln Oration at the Dedication of the
Gettysburg National Cemetery, Nov. 19, 1863 1959
Wendell Berry The Rise 1968
Gerard Murphy editor and translator King and
Hermit; Manchan’s Wish; Summer Has Gone 1969
John Jacob Niles Rhymes for A. Wince 1971
James Lane Allen and Wendell Berry Mountain
Passes of the Cumberlands; and Civilizing the
Cumberlands: A Commentary 1972
Thomas Merton / Boris Pasternak Six Letters 1973
Burton Milward William (King) Solomon 1974
Dick Whittington and His Cat 1974 (second number
in the chapbook series)
Aratus Phenomenon 1975
George McWhorter translator The Seafarer 1975
John C. Cozine The Daybook Account of John C.
Cozine, September 10-November 27, 1828 1975
Gerhard Probst translator The Kikkuli Text 1977
The Pride of Peter Prim 1977 (third number in the
chapbook series) $20.00
Eleanor Wolff translator The Rabinal 1977
William Kavanaugh Doty The Confectionery of
Monsieur Giron 1978 $30.00
(above books with prices noted remain in print)
Publications in press:
Algernon Swinburne *On the Cliffs* with a visual interpretation by John Tuska
John Clubbe *Byron’s Natural Man/Daniel Boone and Kentucky* an essay inspired by a passage in *Don Juan*
Luis Velez de Guevara *Inez Reigned in Death* the first English translation by Joseph R. Jones and Kenneth Muir
*The Pride of Life* a modern rendering of the oldest English morality play, decorated with contemporary brass rubbings

Proposed publications:
Milton *Arcades* with a new essay by John Demaray
Fritz Kredel *Woodcuts for the Gravesend Press*
Lorentz *Story of the Preface to the Works of Punch* a miniature book
Note to Contributors

Computer generated manuscripts may be submitted to *The Kentucky Review* in forms that will assist both in editing and in type composition should the works be selected for publication. Articles may be offered either on 5.25-inch or 3.5-inch diskette. Diskettes should be formatted for MS-DOS. *The Kentucky Review* uses WordStar 2000 for word processing but can translate files from other major programs; however, where WordStar 2000 is not used, inclusion of an ASCII file would be welcomed. Always send a paper copy of your manuscript with the diskette should the datafile prove unusable. Essays may also be submitted via BITNET. The address is kli111@ukcc.uky.edu. Manuscripts that are not computer produced should be typed in a standard typeface, such as Courier or Pica, to facilitate electronic scanning.
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